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About This Game

You are a nameless dreamer, trying to make sense of the mystery that is the Common Dream. You know that deliverance lies
within the lost pages of the Necronomicon and in the enigmatic Abyss deep within the Dream. To reach these, however, you
must fight through hordes of insane dreamers and eldritch beings, as well as discover your past and the occult history of the

Common Dream.

H.P. Lovecraft inspired, original story - told carefully piece by piece

Challenging combat that respects the player's ability to learn and adapt

Procedural level structure that ensures endless replay value

Wide array of weapons, items, and foes to offer tons of unique, compelling scenarios

Permadeath system akin to modern roguelike titles

Beautiful, stylized pixel art with the audio to match

Developed and published by Hunchback Studio
Created by Aleksi Sirviö
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I just completed a three-year degree in Drama, and I have to say, this certainly isn't "bad". In fact, it's quite solid and competent
- even a tiny bit clever at times in its use of props and scenery - and I sincerely hope it got a good mark if it was a final-year
university production.

  Interpret that statement as you will.

  Suffice it to say, if you're someone who already finds live theatre a bit on the "cringy" side, this won't be the video to change
your mind about such things. The word "video" perhaps being this product's biggest downfall: I'm sure I would've enjoyed it
more in person. As it is, the "filmmaking" skills on evidence here won't exactly knock Stanley Kubrick out of anyone's All-Time
Top Ten Filmmakers list, and it really does look like the kind of show where you had to "be there" (and preferably know and
love at least one person in the cast or crew). Ah well.

  Damn and blast it. I'm going to give this a mediocre score, yet still give it a "Recommend", aren't I? I promised myself - among
other people - that I'd try to stop doing that. Honestly, I just don't have the heart to diss this product with a thumb-down, and it
IS on the cheap-ish side, price-wise. It furthermore ties in with a video game also available here on Steam, which, er...I'm in no
rush to play right now, but maybe someone will become sufficiently enamoured with either product to check the other one out.

  So who am I recommending this to? Someone. Someone out there will appreciate it, no doubt. That person just wasn't me,
unfortunately. Maybe I just don't have enough "irony" in my blood to appreciate this kind of humour any more. I blame Family
Guy. It really was the last straw that broke this particular camel's back.

  Verdict: 5.5\/10.

(PS If you enjoyed this review, feel free to check out my two Curator pages: 
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/9284586-ReviewsJustfortheHELLofit\/
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/10868048-Truly-Horrible-Horror-Games\/?appid=398210
Cheers!). Not good. At all. - Both 2 of my Direct Input gamepads are not working.
No response from tech support.
Do you really expect all 4 players to have Xbox 360 gamepads?
This is my main reason for thumb down. 4 player local games sholdn't have problems like this.

- Matches are too quick for any hiding tactics, you will never use them. While you sit there like a vegetable "in an ambush" the
other players will get one kill after another and you will lose the game.

- Its easy to camp, should be fixed. It all happens because spawn points are fixed: even bots unintentionally camp you. You will
respawn quickly so AI will be near you when you respawn, and it will resume attacking you right away.. Great game. Lots of
variations based on retro arcade games. Somewhere between Pang Adventures and The Bug Butcher. But find that I'm playing this
quite a bit. Started out a bit slow on the difficulty but ramped up nicely but at some points it almost feels unfair and just luck that
you can pass a level. Think that's one thing I might miss from Pang Adventures, there you seem to be able to establish a pattern for
a difficult level but here things fall out of the pattern based on background interaction and strategy which is a bit more like bug
butcher. Overall, I would definately recommend to anyone who likes Pang or Bug Butcher.. The most damning thing I can say
about this game is that it would be a better tower defense game if it wasn't a VR game. With a top down view and a mouse
controller, this would be a mediocre tower defense game. Maybe not worth the price tag, but ok.

It doesn't manage to make good use of the controllers and the tower menu has a nasty habit of timing out before you've managed to
pick one. And more often than not, it would register me as having clicked the wrong hex or wrong tower anyway. Teleportation
movement is a really bad match for a top down command game where I need to be within arms reach of a specific hex within the
next 3 sec to shore up my defenses. Especially when the point I teleport to is determined by an arch that continues under the table,
outside of where I can see. And the drag movement is very little help when I'd need to drag myself along a 5 meter distance.

Speaking of the board, it's too big to be practical. I can't easily see what's going on on the opposite side of it, and there are no
auditory cues or any other assistance in figuring out what is going on. Tower defense relies on maintaining an overview of the
situation, and a massive 5 meter table isn't helpful in doing so. I have no control over what's happening on the other side (or behind
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me when I'm standing in the board).

If you absolutely need to use an expensive VR head sets to play tower defense games, you don't have a lot of options. But if you are
just looking for a good VR game or for a good tower defense game, you may want to look elsewhere.. Pretty good for a party, but
would be much better with more players.. I have just installed this game. i (tried to watch) a youtube video on this game. i got as far
as the guy choosing his charactor and basicallyi picked up the rest of the game as i went. i still have a lot to learn and i stillhave a
lot more stuff to discover. but i think i may have played this brifly when i was younger or watched a relative play it as it seems like
i have seen it or played it before.
it is quite easy to pick up but i would say if it is new to you then learn from your mistakes and start a new games as needed i am
currently on my 3rd game as i keep learning new rules and as you use the charachtors they are limited to spaces they can move also
you are unable to build more than one structure a day and if you miss enimies you can lose out of treasure,items or gold. also you
will learn who to use and when and work out what faction is best to use in an form or battle
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DO NOT BUY.....IT IS SO BAD AND THE CONTROLLERS DONT WORK AT ALL...FORGET STEERING WITH A
KEYBOARD...I PROMISE ITS NOT WORTH THE 4 DOLLARS I JUST SPENT ON IT ON SALE!!!!!!! STAY AWAY!!!!!
YOU ARE WARNED!. This game is alot of FUN and works very well in VR. I really hope the devs keep up the good work, it
has a ton of potential!. \u6e38\u620f\u5d29\u6e83\u4ee5\u81f3\u4e8e\u65e0\u6cd5\u8fdb\u5165\u6e38\u620f\uff0c\u4f46\u6
e38\u620f\u770b\u8d77\u6765\u633a\u4e0d\u9519\uff0c\u5c31\u7ed9\u4e2a\u8d5e\u5427(\u6ca1\u771f\u6b63\u73a9\u8fc7\
uff09. In 2015 the developer promised an update that will let you skip the extremely long introduction. I don't think even EA
would take this long to introduce that.. Pointless.
This equipment is either redundant from the get go or very quickly gets replaced as you play the game.
Avoid. I only got it because I purchased Lords of the Fallen GOTY.. Turn on musical vibration, get your controller and lose an
hour or three.
Very clean visuals, super responsive controls. Simple puzzle formula done well.. Must deliver pizza at all costs! Crazy Taxi
meets Rampage. Lots of good humour, even if it is a little CHEESY ( \u0361\u00b0 \u035c\u0296 \u0361\u00b0). "Of all the
legends of the Imperium, one of the strangest is that of the Legion of the Damned. For those who know where to look, there are
many corroborated accounts of these otherworldly warriors, their unexpected appearances upon a desperate battlefield, and their
sudden and inexplicable disappearance at the battle's end."

 Inquisitor D. Merloriac, Ordo Chronos
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